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RADIATION THERAPY IMAGING AND DELIVERY UTILIZING
COORDINATED MOTION OF GANTRY AND COUCH

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/701,585, filed on July 23, 2005, titled RADIATION THERAPY IMAGING AND

DELIVERY UTILIZING COORDINATED MOTION OF GANTRY, COUCH AND

MULTI-LEAF COLLIMATOR, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In traditional radiation therapy, a patient lies atop a static treatment couch, and is

treated by a static treatment gantry. Often, static blocks are inserted into a beam of radiation

to shape the beam. As radiation therapy has advanced, motion has been introduced to

improve the quality of treatment and deliver treatments more efficiently.

SUMMARY

[0003] One method in the field of radiation therapy entails simultaneous motion of multi-

leaf collimator ("MLC") leaves while the patient couch and the gantry, holding the radiation

source, remain still. This is referred to as dynamic MLC or a sliding-window technique and

can improve delivery efficiency of a series of fixed MLC patterns. Another method is to

rotate the gantry in arcs concurrently with MLC motion. This is referred to as intensity

modulated arc therapy ("IMAT"). Axial radiation therapy combines MLC motion with

gantry rotation and couch movement between rotations. A more advanced version, known as

helical radiation therapy, entails simultaneous couch motion concurrently with MLC motion

and gantry rotation. The combination of gantry rotation and patient translation results in the

radiation source following a helical trajectory about the patient.

[0004] In one embodiment, the invention provides methods of performing both patient

imaging and radiation therapy treatment through new and advanced motion trajectories of the

radiation therapy components. These methods include novel ways of delivering treatment

and producing imaging using simultaneous couch, MLC motion, and gantry rotation.

[0005] One embodiment of the invention includes a method of delivering a radiation

therapy treatment plan to a patient using a radiation therapy system including a moveable



support for supporting a patient and a non-ring-shaped gantry moveable relative to the

support and supporting a radiation source and a multi-leaf collimator for modulating the

radiation during delivery of the treatment plan. The method includes the acts of moving the

support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan, and maintaining the non-ring-

shaped gantry at a fixed angle relative to the support during delivery of the treatment plan.

[0006] In another embodiment, the invention includes a method of delivering a radiation

therapy treatment plan to a patient using a radiation therapy system including a moveable

support for supporting a patient and a non-ring-shaped gantry moveable relative to the

support and supporting a radiation source and a multi-leaf collimator for modulating the

radiation during delivery of the treatment plan. The method includes the acts of moving the

support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan, and moving the non-ring-shaped

gantry relative to the support during delivery of the treatment plan.

[0007] In another embodiment, the invention includes a method of delivering a radiation

therapy treatment plan to a patient using a radiation therapy system including a radiation

source and a moveable support for supporting a patient. The method includes the acts of

moving the support along an axis, moving the radiation source in a non-circular

path relative to the support, and dynamically changing one of a speed and a direction of one

of the support and the radiation source during delivery of the treatment plan.

[0008] In yet another embodiment, the invention includes a method of delivering a

radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a radiation therapy system including a

radiation source and a moveable support for supporting a patient. The method includes the

acts of moving the support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan, and

maintaining the radiation source at a fixed angle relative to the support during delivery of the

treatment plan.

[0009] In another embodiment, the invention includes a method of delivering a radiation

therapy treatment plan to a patient using a radiation therapy system including a moveable

support for supporting a patient and a non-ring-shaped gantry moveable relative to the

support and supporting a radiation source and a multi-leaf collimator for modulating the

radiation during delivery of the treatment plan. The method includes the acts of moving the

support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan, moving the non-ring-shaped



gantry relative to the support during delivery of the treatment plan, and acquiring image data

of at least a portion of the patient with a radiation beam having a cone-beam geometry.

[0010] Other aspects of the invention will become apparent by consideration of the

detailed description and accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 1] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a radiation therapy treatment system.

[00 12] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a multi-leaf collimator that can be used in the

radiation therapy treatment system illustrated in FIG. 1.

[0013] FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of the radiation therapy treatment system of FIG.

1.

[0014] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a software program used in the radiation therapy

treatment system.

[001 5] FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method of delivering radiation therapy treatment to a

patient according to one embodiment of the invention.

[00 16] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method of delivering radiation therapy treatment to a

patient according to one embodiment of the invention.

[001 7] FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a method of delivering radiation therapy treatment to a

patient according to one embodiment of the invention.

[001 8] FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method of delivering radiation therapy treatment to a

patient according to one embodiment of the invention.

[0019] FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a method of delivering radiation therapy treatment to a

patient according to one embodiment of the invention.

[0020] FIG. 10 is a flow chart of a method of delivering radiation therapy treatment to a

patient according to one embodiment of the invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] Before any embodiments of the invention are explained in detail, it is to be

understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and

the arrangement of components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the

following drawings. The invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced

or of being carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and

terminology used herein is for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as

limiting. The use of "including," "comprising," or "having" and variations thereof herein is

meant to encompass the items listed thereafter and equivalents thereof as well as additional

items. Unless specified or limited otherwise, the terms "mounted," "connected,"

"supported," and "coupled" and variations thereof are used broadly and encompass both

direct and indirect mountings, connections, supports, and couplings. Further, "connected"

and "coupled" are not restricted to physical or mechanical connections or couplings.

[0022] Although directional references, such as upper, lower, downward, upward,

rearward, bottom, front, rear, etc., may be made herein in describing the drawings, these

references are made relative to the drawings (as normally viewed) for convenience. These

directions are not intended to be taken literally or limit the present invention in any form. In

addition, terms such as "first", "second", and "third" are used herein for purposes of

description and are not intended to indicate or imply relative importance or significance.

[0023] In addition, it should be understood that embodiments of the invention include

both hardware, software, and electronic components or modules that, for purposes of

discussion, maybe illustrated and described as if the majority of the components were

implemented solely in hardware. However, one of ordinary skill in the art, and based on a

reading of this detailed description, would recognize that, in at least one embodiment, the

electronic based aspects of the invention may be implemented in software. As such, it should

be noted that a plurality of hardware and software based devices, as well as a plurality of

different structural components may be utilized to implement the invention. Furthermore,

and as described in subsequent paragraphs, the specific mechanical configurations illustrated

in the drawings are intended to exemplify embodiments of the invention and that other

alternative mechanical configurations are possible.



[0024] FIG. 1 illustrates a radiation therapy treatment system 10 that can provide

radiation therapy to a patient 14. The radiation therapy treatment can include photon-based

radiation therapy, brachytherapy, electron beam therapy, proton, neutron, or particle therapy,

or other types of treatment therapy. The radiation therapy treatment system 10 includes a

gantry 18. The gantry 18 can support a radiation module 22, which can include a radiation

source 24 and a linear accelerator 26 operable to generate a beam 30 of radiation. Though the

gantry 18 shown in the drawings is a ring gantry, i.e., it extends through a full 360° arc to

create a complete ring or circle, other types of mounting arrangements may also be employed.

For example, a non-ring-shaped gantry, such as a C-type, partial ring gantry, or robotic arm

could be used. Any other framework capable of positioning the radiation module 22 at

various rotational and/or axial positions relative to the patient 14 may also be employed. In

addition, the radiation source 24 may travel in path that does not follow the shape of the

gantry 18. For example, the radiation source 24 may travel in a non-circular path even

though the illustrated gantry 18 is generally circular-shaped.

[0025] The radiation module 22 can also include a modulation device 34 operable to

modify or modulate the radiation beam 30. The modulation device 34 provides the

modulation of the radiation beam 30 and directs the radiation beam 30 toward the patient 14.

Specifically, the radiation beam 34 is directed toward a portion of the patient. Broadly

speaking, the portion may include the entire body, but is generally smaller than the entire

body and can be defined by a two-dimensional area and/or a three-dimensional volume. A

portion desired to receive the radiation, which may be referred to as a target 38 or target

region, is an example of a region of interest. Another type of region of interest is a region at

risk. If a portion includes a region at risk, the radiation beam is preferably diverted from the

region at risk. The patient 14 may have more than one target region that needs to receive

radiation therapy. Such modulation is sometimes referred to as intensity modulated radiation

therapy ("IMRT").

[0026] The modulation device 34 can include a collimation device 42 as illustrated in

FIG. 2. The collimation device 42 includes a set of jaws 46 that define and adjust the size of

an aperture 50 through which the radiation beam 30 may pass. The jaws 46 include an upper

jaw 54 and a lower jaw 58. The upper jaw 54 and the lower jaw 58 are moveable to adjust

the size of the aperture 50.



[0027] In one embodiment, and illustrated in FIG. 2, the modulation device 34 can

comprise a multi-leaf collimator 62, which includes a plurality of interlaced leaves 66

operable to move from position to position, to provide intensity modulation. It is also noted

that the leaves 66 can be moved to a position anywhere between a minimally and maximally-

open position. The plurality of interlaced leaves 66 modulate the strength, size, and shape of

the radiation beam 30 before the radiation beam 30 reaches the target 38 on the patient 14.

Each of the leaves 66 is independently controlled by an actuator 70, such as a motor or an air

valve so that the leaf 66 can open and close quickly to permit or block the passage of

radiation. The actuators 70 can be controlled by a computer 74 and/or controller.

[0028] The radiation therapy treatment system 10 can also include a detector 78, e.g., a

kilovoltage or a megavoltage detector, operable to receive the radiation beam 30. The linear

accelerator 26 and the detector 78 can also operate as a computed tomography (CT) system to

generate CT images of the patient 14. The linear accelerator 26 emits the radiation beam 30

toward the target 38 in the patient 14. The target 38 absorbs some of the radiation. The

detector 78 detects or measures the amount of radiation absorbed by the target 38. The

detector 78 collects the absorption data from different angles as the linear accelerator 26

rotates around and emits radiation toward the patient 14. The collected absorption data is

transmitted to the computer 74 to process the absorption data and to generate images of the

patient's body tissues and organs. The images can also illustrate bone, soft tissues, and blood

vessels.

[0029] The CT images can be acquired with a radiation beam 30 that has a fan-shaped

geometry, a multi-slice geometry or a cone-beam geometry. In addition, the CT images can

be acquired with the linear accelerator 26 delivering megavoltage energies or kilovoltage

energies. It is also noted that the acquired CT images can be registered with previously

acquired CT images (from the radiation therapy treatment system 10 or other image

acquisition devices, such as other CT scanners, MRI systems, and PET systems). For

example, the previously acquired CT images for the patient 14 can include identified targets

38 made through a contouring process. The newly acquired CT images for the patient 14 can

be registered with the previously acquired CT images to assist in identifying the targets 38 in

the new CT images. The registration process can use rigid or deformable registration tools.

[0030] In some embodiments, the radiation therapy treatment system 10 can include an x-

ray source and a CT image detector. The x-ray source and the CT image detector operate in a



similar manner as the linear accelerator 26 and the detector 78 as described above to acquire

image data. The image data is transmitted to the computer 74 where it is processed to

generate images of the patient's body tissues and organs.

[003 1] The radiation therapy treatment system 10 can also include a patient support,

such as a couch 82 (illustrated in FIG. 1), which supports the patient 14. The couch 82

moves along at least one axis 84 in the x, y, or z directions. In other embodiments of the

invention, the patient support can be a device that is adapted to support any portion of the

patient's body. The patient support is not limited to having to support the entire patient's

body. The system 10 also can include a drive system 86 operable to manipulate the position

of the couch 82. The drive system 86 can be controlled by the computer 74.

[0032] The computer 74, illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, includes an operating system for

running various software programs and/or a communications application. In particular, the

computer 74 can include a software program(s) 90 that operates to communicate with the

radiation therapy treatment system 10. The computer 74 can include any suitable

input/output device adapted to be accessed by medical personnel. The computer 74 can

include typical hardware such as a processor, VO interfaces, and storage devices or memory.

The computer 74 can also include input devices such as a keyboard and a mouse. The

computer 74 can further include standard output devices, such as a monitor, i addition, the

computer 74 can include peripherals, such as a printer and a scanner.

[0033] The computer 74 can be networked with other computers 74 and radiation therapy

treatment systems 10. The other computers 74 may include additional and/or different

computer programs and software and are not required to be identical to the computer 74,

described herein. The computers 74 and radiation therapy treatment system 10 can

communicate with a network 94. The computers 74 and radiation therapy treatment systems

10 can also communicate with a database(s) 98 and a server(s) 102. It is noted that the

software program(s) 90 could also reside on the server(s) 102.

[0034] The network 94 can be built according to any networking technology or topology

or combinations of technologies and topologies and can include multiple sub-networks.

Connections between the computers and systems shown in FIG. 3 can be made through local

area networks ("LANs"), wide area networks ("WANs"), public switched telephone networks

("PSTNs"), wireless networks, Intranets, the Internet, or any other suitable networks. In a



hospital or medical care facility, communication between the computers and systems shown

in FIG. 3 can be made through the Health Level Seven ("HL7") protocol or other protocols

with any version and/or other required protocol. HL7 is a standard protocol which specifies

the implementation of interfaces between two computer applications (sender and receiver)

from different vendors for electronic data exchange in health care environments. HL7 can

allow health care institutions to exchange key sets of data from different application systems.

Specifically, HL7 can define the data to be exchanged, the timing of the interchange, and the

communication of errors to the application. The formats are generally generic in nature and

can be configured to meet the needs of the applications involved.

[0035] Communication between the computers and systems shown in FIG. 3 can also

occur through the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) protocol with

any version and/or other required protocol. DICOM is an international communications

standard developed by NEMA that defines the format used to transfer medical image-related

data between different pieces of medical equipment. DICOM RT refers to the standards that

are specific to radiation therapy data.

[0036] The two-way arrows in FIG. 3 generally represent two-way communication and

information transfer between the network 94 and any one of the computers 74 and the

systems 10 shown in FIG. 3. However, for some medical and computerized equipment, only

one-way communication and information transfer may be necessary.

[0037] FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of the software program 90. The software

program 90 includes a plurality of modules that communicate with one another to perform

functions of the radiation therapy treatment process. The various modules are adapted to

communicate with one another to deliver radiation therapy to the patient 14.

[0038] The software program 90 includes a treatment plan module 106 operable to

generate a treatment plan for the patient 14 based on data input to the system 10 by medical

personnel. The data includes one or more images (e.g., planning images and/or pre-treatment

images) of at least a portion of the patient 14. The treatment plan module 106 separates the

treatment into a plurality of fractions and determines the radiation dose for each fraction or

treatment based on the prescription input by medical personnel. The treatment plan module

106 also determines the radiation dose for the target 38 based on various contours drawn



around the target 38. Multiple targets 38 may be present and included in the same treatment

plan.

[0039] The software program 90 also includes a patient positioning module 110 operable

to position and align the patient 14 with respect to the isocenter of the gantry 18 or other

reference for a particular treatment fraction. While the patient 14 is on the couch 82, the

patient positioning module 110 acquires an image of the patient 14 and compares the current

position of the patient 14 to the position of the patient in a planning or previously acquired

image. If the patient's position needs to be adjusted, the patient positioning module 110

provides instructions to the drive system 86 to move the couch 82, or the patient 14 can be

manually moved to a new position.

[0040] In one aspect, the patient positioning module 110 can receive data from lasers

positioned in the treatment room to provide patient position data with respect to the isocenter

of the gantry 18 or other reference. Based on the data from the lasers, the patient positioning

module 110 provides instructions to the drive system 86, which moves the couch 82 to

achieve proper alignment of the patient 14 with respect to the gantry 18 or other reference. It

is noted that devices and systems, other than lasers, can be used to provide data to the patient

positioning module 110 to assist in the alignment process.

[0041] The software program 90 also includes an image module 114 operable to acquire

images of at least a portion of the patient 14. The image module 114 can instruct the on

board image device, such as a CT imaging device to acquire images of the patient 14 before

treatment commences, during treatment, and after treatment according to desired protocols.

In one aspect, the image module 114 acquires an image of the patient 14 while the patient 14

is substantially in a treatment position. Other imaging devices may be used to acquire pre-

treatment images of the patient 14, such as non-quantitative CT, MRI, PET, SPECT,

ultrasound, transmission imaging, fluoroscopy, RF-based localization, and the like. The

acquired images can be used for registration of the patient 14.

[0042] The software program 90 can include a treatment optimization module 118

operable to optimize the treatment plan generated by the treatment plan module 106. In

particular, the optimization module 118 generates the commands or instructions for the

radiation therapy treatment system 10 necessary to optimally deliver the treatment plan. The

optimization module 118 is operable to determine and select between various parameters of



operation of the radiation therapy treatment system 10 based on the type of treatment the

patient 14 is going to receive and/or the mode of operation of the radiation therapy treatment

system 10. Some of the parameters include, but are not limited to, position of the leaves 66,

gantry angles and angular speed, speed of the drive system 86, type of motion of the couch

82, size of the jaw aperture 50, couch range of motion, and radiation beam intensity.

[0043] The optimization module 118 allows a technician or health care professional to

select a mode of operation for the radiation therapy treatment system 10 and related devices

assisting in radiation therapy. The modes of operation can include a manual mode, a semi¬

automatic mode, an automatic mode, or a combination of these modes. Alternatively, the

software program 90 and/or the optimization module 118 can include sub-modules operable

to selectively adjust parameters of the radiation therapy treatment system 10 pertaining to

specific stages of radiation treatment.

[0044] The optimization module 118 communicates with the treatment plan module 106

to determine the settings for the radiation therapy treatment system 10 based on the type of

treatment that is to be delivered as set forth in the treatment plan. In one type of treatment

plan delivery, the radiation therapy treatment system 10 can be configured to position the

patient 14 on the couch 82 and deliver radiation to the patient 14 by moving the couch 82, at

least partially, through the gantry opening at least on one occasion while the gantry 18 is

maintained at a set position or angle. This is sometimes referred to as topotherapy. It is

noted that the entire length of the patient 14 does not need to pass through the gantry opening,

but rather, any portion of the patient can pass or lie within the gantry opening. It is also noted

that the couch 82 can move in a step-wise fashion, in a constant linear motion, and/or a

combination of both types of motion. In this aspect, the desired gantry angle(s) can be

selected for one or more, at least partial, passes of the patient 14 through the gantry opening.

The health care professional can also specify other parameters of the radiation therapy

treatment system 10. In some aspects, the optimization module 118 can automatically set the

parameters of the radiation treatment therapy system 10 for each pass of the patient 14

through the gantry 18 opening. The parameters automatically set by the optimization module

118 can include, but are not limited to, number of passes of the patient 14 through the gantry

18 opening, gantry angle(s), speed of the drive system, couch range of motion, size of the jaw

aperture 45, and radiation beam intensity.



[0045] The optimization module 118 can also provide instructions to the image module

114 to perform topographic and/or tomographic imaging of the patient 14 using the radiation

therapy treatment system 10. The optimization module 118 can select various settings for

topographic and/or tomographic imaging including the number of passes that the patient 14

travels through the gantry opening, gantry angles, speed of the drive system 86, couch range

of motion, size of the jaws aperture 50, and radiation beam intensity.

[0046] The optimization module 118 can include a scan-plan-treat mode. The scan-plan-

treat mode includes a sequence of scanning the patient 14, generating a treatment plan, and

treating the patient 14 in one session using the radiation therapy treatment system 10 without

interruption. The radiation therapy treatment system 10 integrates positioning of the patient

14, treatment planning, and delivery of the plan in a single system. There is less need to

transport the patient 14 to numerous departments in a medical facility for radiation therapy.

As a result of the system integration and use of geometric shapes to identify contours in some

circumstances, a patient 14 can be treated in approximately 20 minutes or less. For example,

it should take about two minutes to position the patient 14 on the couch 82, about three to

about six minutes to acquire the CT images, about three minutes to identify the contours,

about two minutes to generate the treatment plan, and about three minutes to deliver the plan.

[0047] In some aspects, the optimization module 118 provides optimization methods for

one or more topographic passes. These can be manually implemented by the user, or

automatically implemented by the system 10. These methods include identifying and/or

optimizing preferred gantry angles, pitches, gantry speeds, jaw aperture, couch speed, and/or

couch range of motion.

[0048] Another embodiment of the invention includes extending the target 38 to include a

wider area. This process is sometimes referred to as leaf flashing and involves increasing the

area of the radiation beam 30 in response to motion of the patient 14 during treatment. For

example, some organs of the patient 14 may expand and contract as the patient 14 receives

radiation therapy treatment. The leaf flashing process can utilize pre-treatment and/or

during-treatment images to determine the additional margin(s) around the target 38 that may

need treatment. For example, a pre-determined target 38 located at the breast area of a

patient 14 can be treated with the leaf flashing procedure. The breast area can contract and

expand as the patient 14 breathes. The leaf flashing procedure allows a health care

professional to observe changes of the breast area in the form of images and to adjust the



radiation treatment to cover the margin(s) of the target 38 during at least a fraction of the

overall treatment. Alternatively, the optimization module 118 can include instructions for the

radiation therapy treatment system 10 to automatically perform the leaf flashing procedure by

obtaining images and adjusting the treatment based on the images and expected changes in

the anatomy of the patient 14, The computer 74 running the optimization module 118 may

also perform topotherapy treatment and tomographic imaging automatically or under the

supervision of a qualified user.

[0049] In another type of treatment plan delivery, the radiation therapy treatment system

10 can be configured to position the patient 14 on the couch 82 and deliver radiation to the

patient 14 by moving the couch 82, at least partially, through the gantry opening at least on

one occasion while the gantry 18 is rotated along a defined path. The defined path of gantry

rotation is in a short arc or between a first position and a second position, where the second

position is different than the first position. The defined path is less than a complete circle.

This type of gantry movement combined with movement of the couch 82 is sometimes

referred to as dynamic tangent.

[0050] The patient 14 undergoes an imaging procedure to obtain images that assist in

identifying the target(s) 38. Based on the image(s) and/or treatment plan, the optimization

module 118 can identify a start angle and an end angle for the defined path of travel of the

gantry 18. The optimization module 118 can determine other parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10 such as range of motion of the couch 82, helix spacing, size of

the jaw aperture 50, and speed of the drive system 86. The optimization module 118 provides

instructions to the radiation therapy treatment system 10 to rotate the gantry 18 from the first

or start position to the second or end position and to project the radiation beam 30 toward the

target 38 while the couch 82 moves the patient 14 into and through the gantry opening.

[0051] The dynamic tangent procedure can also be performed as the patient 14 is moved

out of the gantry opening. For example, as the patient 14 is moving through and out of the

gantry opening the gantry 18 can rotate from the second or end position to the first or start

position. A health care professional can view and adjust the operational parameters such as

start position, end position, speed of the drive system 86, and couch range of motion for each

pass through the gantry opening.



[0052] The radiation therapy treatment system 10 can deliver the treatment plan using

helices of either common or opposite chirality (i.e., the direction of rotation of the helix

relative to its axis), or multiples of both. Opposite chirality is achieved by reversing either

the direction of movement of the couch or direction of gantry rotation for a delivery pass after

a previous delivery pass.

[0053] In various aspects of the invention, treatment options can include changing gantry

speeds and/or directions during imaging or treatment; changing couch speeds and/or

directions during treatment; completing entire treatment passes before switching direction of

the gantry; changing direction of the gantry to deliver higher or lower doses of radiation to

the patient; changing direction of the gantry to correct for errors or patient motion; and/or

using predictive gating to anticipate errors or patient motion and compensate for any lags in

the detection/correction process. Additionally, any of the aforementioned embodiments of

the dynamic tangent technique can be combined with simultaneous discrete or continuous

motion of the couch 82, or of the patient using an external device. Such motion can be either

discrete or continuous, and may be performed at a constant or variable rate with any

combinations of translations or rotations comprising the movement.

[0054] Further embodiments include optimization of delivery through automatic

detection and/or clinical observation of the patient's breathing patterns. This can include

manually setting the breathing pauses, or automatically gating the linear accelerator or MLC

based upon a patient movement device. In the event that the patient's breathing hinders

delivery of the treatment plan, e.g., the patient's breathing becomes erratic, the procedure

could continue without radiation (beam off or leaves closed) until the patient's breathing

stabilizes. In this event, the system 10 can record the missed regions of the treatment. The

missed regions can be cumulated into make-up procedures and run as appropriate (daily,

weekly, monthly, etc.) depending on amount of radiation missed and clinical necessity.

[0055] The dynamic tangent treatment can also be combined with tomographic or

topographic imaging, in which an image(s) is obtained as the patient 14 receives radiation

therapy treatment. Images can be acquired by stopping or slowing the dynamic tangent

procedure and employing the radiation source 24 to acquire the image or images. Once

images are acquired, the dynamic tangent procedure may continue. Some alternatives include

acquiring images when the gantry 18 is at the first position. Other alternatives are to acquire

images at angles between the first or start position and the second or end position of the



gantry 18. Based on the images obtained during treatment, a health care professional may

selectively adjust the parameters of the radiation therapy treatment system 10 for subsequent

passes of the patient 14, or these parameters may be adjusted automatically. Alternatively,

the optimization module 118 can include instructions to automatically set dynamic tangent

parameters such as the first or start position, second or end position, gantry speed, couch

range of motion, speed of the drive system 86, size of the jaw aperture 50, and the position of

the leaves 66.

[0056] In another type of treatment plan delivery, a back-and-forth gantry motion is

combined with movement of the couch 82. In this type of treatment plan delivery, the

radiation therapy treatment system 10 can be configured to position the patient 14 on the

couch 82 and deliver radiation to the patient 14 by moving the couch 82, at least partially,

through the gantry opening at least on one occasion while the gantry 18 rotates along a

defined path in a back-and-forth motion. The defined path of gantry rotation is in a short arc

or between a first position and a second position, where the second position is different than

the first position. The defined path is less than a complete circle. This is sometimes referred

to as rocking gantry.

[0057] The patient 14 undergoes an imaging procedure to obtain images that assist in

identifying the target(s) 38. Based on the image(s) and/or treatment plan, the optimization

module 118 can identify a start angle and an end angle for the defined path of travel of the

gantry 18. The optimization module 118 can determine other parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10 such as range of motion of the couch 82, helix spacing, size of

the jaw aperture 50, and speed of the drive system 86. The optimization module 118 provides

instructions to the radiation therapy treatment system 10 to rotate the gantry 18 in a back-and-

forth manner along the path between the first or start position to the second or end position

and to project the radiation beam 30 toward the target 38 while the couch 82 moves the

patient 14 into and through the gantry opening.

[0058] The rocking gantry method of treatment may also include tomographic or

topographic imaging of the patient 14 in which an image(s) is obtained as the patient 14

receives radiation treatment. Images can be acquired by selectively stopping the gantry 18 at

an angle between the start position and the end position, obtaining an image or images, and

resuming treatment. Based on the images obtained during treatment, a health care



professional can adjust the parameters of the radiation therapy treatment system 10 for

subsequent passes of the patient 14.

[0059] The rocking gantry procedure can also be performed as the patient 14 is moved

out of the gantry opening. For example, as the patient 14 is moving through and out of the

gantry opening the gantry 18 can rotate in a back-and-forth manner from the second or end

position to the first or start position. A health care professional can view and adjust the

operational parameters such as start position, end position, speed of the drive system 86, and

couch range of motion for each pass through the gantry opening.

[0060] Another aspect of the invention includes adjusting the radiation therapy treatment

system parameters to provide therapy to the patient 14 with a plurality of identified targets

38. This is referred to as multiple region treatment and involves providing radiation

treatment to a first target 38 and automatically proceeding to provide treatment to a

subsequent target 38. This can provide efficient and automatic treatment to disparate targets

38. Targets 38 may require different types of treatments such as rocking gantry or dynamic

tangent. The multiple region treatment procedure can incorporate various types of treatments

by automatically adjusting parameters such as the size of the jaw aperture 50, position of the

leaves 66, speed of the drive system 86, and couch range of motion, for each target 38 to be

treated. In one pass of the patient 14 through the gantry opening, the multiple region

treatment procedure can automatically adjust the position of the patient 14 between treatment

sequences.

[0061] Topographic imaging may also be incorporated with the multiple region treatment

procedure. Similar to other treatment procedures, CT images can be selectively acquired by

stopping or slowing the radiation therapy treatment system 10 at a desired location, acquiring

one or more CT images and subsequently continuing treatment. Based on the CT images

obtained during treatment, a health care professional can selectively adjust treatment for each

target 38 being treated. Alternatively, the optimization module 118 can include instructions

to automatically determine the number of targets 38 to be treated, adjust the radiation therapy

treatment system parameters for each treatment according to the characteristics of the targets

38, and reposition the patient 14 between treatments.

[0062] Another aspect of the invention includes concurrent cone beam CT ("CBCT")

imaging for radiation treatments with couch motion. This process can be combined with



movement of the gantry 18. This combination is referred to as helical trajectory CBCT

because the radiation source 24 follows a helical path around the patient 14 as the patient 14

is moved into the gantry opening at a constant speed. Another aspect is concurrent couch

motion with a static gantry 18. The radiation source 24 for CBCT imaging maintains a

constant position as the patient 14 is moved by the couch 82 under the influence of the drive

system 86 at a constant speed. Another aspect is concurrent couch motion with gantry

rotation between a start angle and an end angle for CBCT imaging. CBCT images can be

obtained while the gantry 18 rotates from the start angle to the end angle and the patient 14 is

moved through the gantry opening by the couch 82. The gantry 18 can also rotate in a back-

and-forth motion between the start angle and end angles as the patient 14 is moved by couch

82.

[0063] Another aspect of the invention is concurrent motion of the couch 82 with other

imaging systems such as, but not limited to, PET, SPECT or MRI. Alternatively, the

optimization module 118 can automatically select the operational parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10 for concurrent CBCT imaging, or other imaging procedures, and

couch 82 motion under predetermined conditions can be selected by a health cafe

professional.

[0064] Another aspect of the invention includes adjusting the parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10 to generate CT images of a plurality of the targets 38. In

particular, a health care professional may adjust the parameters of the radiation therapy

treatment to acquire CT images at an target 38 and proceed to a subsequent target 38 during

one pass of the patient 14 through the gantry opening. Transporting the patient 14 to acquire

CT images from one region to the subsequent region may require adjusting the radiation

therapy treatment system parameters such as speed of the drive system 86, range of motion of

the couch 82, and gantry angle. Alternatively, the optimization module 118 can

automatically set the appropriate parameters for obtaining CT images in a region of interest,

repositioning the patient 14, and setting appropriate parameters for CT imaging in subsequent

region or regions.

[0065] The software program 90 also includes a treatment delivery module 122 operable

to instruct the radiation therapy treatment system 10 to deliver the treatment plan to the

patient 14 according to the treatment plan. The treatment delivery module 122 calculates the

appropriate pattern, position, and intensity of the radiation beam 30 to be delivered, to match



the prescription as specified by the treatment plan. The pattern of the radiation beam 30 is

generated by the modulation device 34, and more particularly by movement of the plurality

of leaves in the multi-leaf collimator. The treatment delivery module 122 can utilize

canonical, predetermined or template leaf patterns to generate the appropriate pattern for the

radiation beam 30 based on the treatment parameters. The treatment delivery module 122

can also include a library of patterns for typical cases that can be accessed in which to

compare the present patient data to determine the pattern for the radiation beam 30.

[0066] FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method of treating a patient 14 with radiation therapy.

Based on the treatment plan, the optimization module 118 communicates with the radiation

therapy treatment system 10 to set the operational parameters. The optimization module 118

receives (at 200) the treatment plan from the treatment plan module 106. The optimization

module 118 analyzes (at 204) the treatment plan and data input to the optimization module

118. Based on the treatment plan and the treatment method, the optimization module 118

determines (at 208) the operational parameters of the radiation therapy treatment system 10.

The optimization module 118 instructs (at 212) the system 10 to set the position or angle of

the gantry 18. The optimization module also instructs (at 216) the system 10 to set the range

of motion for the couch 82 and instructs (at 220) the system 10 to set the speed of the drive

system 86. After treatment begins, the speed of the drive system and direction of the couch

82 may vary from the originally set position during treatment delivery. The treatment

delivery module 122 instructs (at 224) the system 10 to begin radiation therapy treatment

according to the treatment plan. The drive system 86 moves (at 228) the patient 14 via the

couch 82 to the start position. During treatment, the drive system 86 moves (at 232) the

patient 14 via the couch 82 through the gantry opening while the gantry 18 remains in a fixed

position and while the radiation source 24 delivers the radiation beam 30 to the target 38.

[0067] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method of treating a patient 14 with radiation therapy.

The treatment plan may call for the patient 14 to travel through the gantry opening multiple

times and multiple trajectories of the radiation beam. In this aspect of operation, the

optimization module 118 receives (at 250) the treatment plan from the treatment plan module

106. The optimization module 118 analyzes (at 254) the treatment plan and data input to the

optimization module 118. Based on the treatment plan and the treatment method, the

optimization module 118 determines (at 258) the operational parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10. The optimization module 118 instructs (at 262) the system 10



to set the position or angle of the gantry 18. The optimization module also instructs (at 266)

the system 10 to set the range of motion for the couch 82 and instructs (at 270) the system 10

to set the speed of the drive system 86. After treatment begins, the speed of the drive system

and direction of the couch 82 may vary from the originally set position during treatment

delivery. The treatment delivery module 122 instructs (at 274) the system 10 to begin

radiation therapy treatment according to the treatment plan. The drive system 86 moves (at

278) the patient 14 via the couch 82 to the start position.

[0068] During treatment, the drive system 86 moves (at 282) the patient 14 via the couch

82 in a first direction through the gantry opening while the gantry 18 remains in a fixed

position and while the radiation source 24 delivers the radiation beam 30 to the target 38.

The optimization module 118 instructs (at 286) the system 10 to set the next position or angle

of the gantry 18. The range of motion of the couch 82 and the speed of the drive system 86

may also be updated or modified for the second pass through the gantry opening. Steps 278,

282, and 286 can be repeated as determined by the treatment plan. The radiation therapy

treatment system 10 can store the treatment specifications, such as amount of radiation

delivered to the patient 14, range of motion of the couch 82, gantry angles employed during

the treatment session, and MLC parameters. The information recorded at the end of the

treatment can be used to set the parameters for subsequent treatment fractions.

[0069] FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a leaf flashing method of delivering radiation treatment to

a patient 14. Based on the treatment plan, the optimization module 118 communicates with

the radiation therapy treatment system 10 to set the operational parameters. The optimization

module 118 receives (at 300) the treatment plan from the treatment plan module 106. The

optimization module 118 analyzes (at 304) the treatment plan and data input to the

optimization module 118. Based on the treatment plan and the treatment method, the

optimization module 118 determines (at 308) the operational parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10. The optimization module 118 instructs (at 312) the system 10

to set the position or angle of the gantry 18. The optimization module also instructs (at 316)

the system 10 to set the range of motion for the couch 82 and instructs (at 320) the system 10

to set the speed of the drive system 86. After treatment begins, the speed of the drive system

and direction of the couch 82 may vary from the originally set position during treatment

delivery. The treatment delivery module 122 instructs (at 324) the system 10 to begin



radiation therapy treatment according to the treatment plan. The drive system 86 moves (at

328) the patient 14 via the couch 82 to the start position.

[0070] During treatment, the drive system 86 moves (at 332) the patient 14 via the couch

82 through the gantry opening while the gantry 18 remains in a fixed position and while the

radiation source 24 delivers the radiation beam 30 to the target 38. During treatment, and

either while the couch 82 is slowed or stopped, the optimization module 118 instructs (at 336)

the image module 114 to acquire an image(s) of at least a portion of the patient 14. As the

patient 14 receives radiation treatment, the target 38 may change due to bodily functions of

the patient 14, such as breathing. The image module 114 communicates (at 340) the acquired

image data to the optimization module 118. The optimization module 118 instructs (at 344)

the radiation module 22 to modify the radiation beam 30 to accommodate the changes in the

target 38 based on the image data. Often, the parameters of the radiation beam 30 are

adjusted to encompass a larger target 38 due to the changes in the patient's anatomy. The

optimization module 118 instructs (at 348) the couch 82 to resume prescribed speed or

operation. As the patient's anatomy changes throughout the treatment, steps 336, 340, 344,

and 348 can be repeated according to the treatment plan.

[0071] FIG. 8 is a flow chart of the dynamic tangent method for delivering radiation

treatment. Based on the treatment plan, the optimization module 118 communicates with the

radiation therapy treatment system 10 to set the operational parameters. The optimization

module 118 receives (at 400) the treatment plan from the treatment plan module 106. The

optimization module 118 analyzes (at 404) the treatment plan and data input to the

optimization module 118. Based on the treatment plan and the treatment method, the

optimization module 118 determines (at 408) the operational parameters of the radiation

therapy treatment system 10. The optimization module 118 instructs (at 412) the system 10

to set the first position and second position of the gantry 18 to define a path of travel of the

gantry 18. The optimization module also instructs (at 416) the system 10 to set the range of

motion for the couch 82 and instructs (at 420) the system 10 to set the speed of the drive

system 86. After treatment begins, the speed of the drive system and direction of the couch

82 may vary from the originally set position during treatment delivery. In one aspect, the

angular speed of the gantry 18 can be determined so that the gantry 18 reaches the second

position substantially at the same time as the couch 82 reaches the end position defined by the

range of motion of the couch 82. The treatment delivery module 122 instructs (at 424) the



system 10 to begin radiation therapy treatment according to the treatment plan. The drive

system 86 moves (at 428) the patient 14 via the couch 82 to the start position. During

treatment, the drive system 86 moves (at 432) the patient 14 via the couch 82 through the

gantry opening while the gantry 18 rotates from the first position to the second position and

while the radiation source 24 delivers the radiation beam 30 to the target 38.

[0072] As described above, while the patient 14 receives treatment, the optimization

module 118 can instruct the image module 114 to acquire an image(s) of the patient 14. The

image module 114 can transfer the acquired image data to the optimization module 118. The

optimization module 118 can instruct the radiation module 22 to modify the radiation beam

30 to accommodate the changes in the target 38 based on the image data. Also as described

above, treatment specifications can be recorded to be used in subsequent treatment fractions.

[0073] FIG. 9 is a flow chart of the rocking gantry method for delivering radiation

treatment to a patient 14. Based on the treatment plan, the optimization module 118

communicates with the radiation therapy treatment system 10 to set the operational

parameters. The optimization module 118 receives (at 450) the treatment plan from the

treatment plan module 106. The optimization module 118 analyzes (at 454) the treatment

plan and data input to the optimization module 118. Based on the treatment plan and the

treatment method, the optimization module 118 determines (at 458) the operational

parameters of the radiation therapy treatment system 10. The optimization module 118

instructs (at 462) the system 10 to set the first position and second position of the gantry 18 to

define a path of travel of the gantry 18. The optimization module also instructs (at 466) the

system 10 to set the range of motion for the couch 82 and instructs (at 470) the system 10 to

set the speed of the drive system 86. After treatment begins, the speed of the drive system

and direction of the couch 82 may vary from the originally set position during treatment

delivery. The treatment delivery module 122 instructs (at 474) the system 10 to begin

radiation therapy treatment according to the treatment plan. The drive system 86 moves (at

478) the patient 14 via the couch 82 to the start position. During treatment, the drive system

86 moves (at 482) the patient 14 via the couch 82 through the gantry opening while the

gantry 18 rotates (at 486) between the first position and the second position and while the

radiation source 24 delivers the radiation beam 30 to the target 38.

[0074] As described above, while the patient 14 receives treatment, the optimization

module 118 can instruct the image module 114 to acquire an image(s) of the patient 14. The



image module 114 can transfer the acquired image data to the optimization module 118. The

optimization module 118 can instruct the radiation module 22 to modify the radiation beam

30 to accommodate the changes in the target 38 based on the image data. Also as described

above, treatment specifications can be recorded to be used in subsequent treatment fractions.

[0075] FIG. 10 is a flow chart of the multi-region treatment method, which may

incorporate more than one radiation therapy delivery method. Based on the treatment plan,

the optimization module 118 communicates with the radiation therapy treatment system 10 to

set the operational parameters. The optimization module 118 receives (at 500) the treatment

plan from the treatment plan module 106. The optimization module 118 analyzes (at 504) the

treatment plan and data input to the optimization module 118. Based on the treatment plan

and the treatment method, the optimization module 118 determines (at 508) the operational

parameters of the radiation therapy treatment system 10 for each of the targets 38 to be

treated. Based on the first target 38 to be treated, the optimization module 118 instructs (at

512) the system 10 to set the first position and second position of the gantry 18 to define a

path of travel of the gantry 18. The optimization module also instructs (at 516) the system 10

to set the range of motion for the couch 82 and instructs (at 520) the system 10 to set the

speed of the drive system 86.

[0076] After treatment begins, the speed of the drive system and direction of the couch 82

may vary from the originally set position during treatment delivery. The treatment delivery

module 122 instructs (at 524) the system 10 to begin radiation therapy treatment according to

the treatment plan. The drive system 86 moves (at 528) the patient 14 via the couch 82 to the

start position. During treatment, the drive system 86 moves (at 532) the patient 14 via the

couch 82 through the gantry opening while the gantry 18 rotates (at 536) between the first

position and the second position and while the radiation source 24 delivers the radiation beam

30 to the target 38. After the first target 38 has been treated, the couch 82 can be slowed or

stopped and steps 512-536 can be repeated for the second target 38. The second target 38

may receive treatment based on a different method of treatment as described above (e.g.,

topotherapy, dynamic tangent, rocking gantry, etc.).

[0077] As described above, while the patient 14 receives treatment, the optimization

module 118 can instruct the image module 114 to acquire an image(s) of the patient 14. The

image module 114 can transfer the acquired image data to the optimization module 118. The

optimization module 118 can instruct the radiation module 22 to modify the radiation beam



30 to accommodate the changes in the target 38 based on the image data. Also as described

above, treatment specifications can be recorded to be used in subsequent treatment fractions.

[0078] After the patient's first treatment, the same treatment plan can be used for future

treatments. Subsequent fractions of the treatment plan can be modified or optimized. For

example, the treatment plan can be modified to account for anatomical changes and to

remedy errors in the process. In addition, subsequent fractions of the treatment plan can be

modified to account for cumulative dose delivered to the target(s) 38. The fractions of the

treatment plan can be modified to incorporate the effects of deformation and biological

information. The fractions of the treatment plan can be additionally modified based on the

initial acquired CT images or based on subsequently acquired CT images. In some

embodiments, the system 10 can intersperse image acquisition phases into a radiation therapy

treatment plan. This is performed by stopping the couch during a helical or topographic

treatment to collect images (and simultaneously gating, stopping, or blocking radiation to the

patient), imaging between passes of a multi-pass treatment, imaging between gantry angles or

portals of a step-and-shoot type delivery, or imaging between arcs of an EVIAT delivery. The

system 10 can also provide for treatment verification through dose calculation performed

concurrent with delivery of the treatment plan, through dose reconstruction incorporating

detector exit data, through recalculation of dose in a 4D image based upon measurements of a

patient's motion during treatment, or through modification of the treatment plan in real time

or performed retrospectively based upon 4D dose calculation, and/or comparison of 4D dose

calculation to the planned delivery. In the case of dose reconstruction through the use of exit

data, the exit data can come from a detector such as, for example, a single-row gas ionization

detector (e.g., xenon), a multi-row gas ionization detector, a crystal detector, a solid state

detector, a flat panel detector (e.g., Amorphous silicon or selenium), or other suitable

detecting devices.

[0079] Various features of the invention are set forth in the following claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a moveable support for supporting a patient and a non-

ring-shaped gantry moveable relative to the support and supporting a radiation source and a

multi-leaf collimator for modulating the radiation during delivery of the treatment plan, the

method comprising:

moving the support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan; and

maintaining the non-ring-shaped gantry at a fixed angle relative to the support during

delivery of the treatment plan.

2. A method as set forth in claim 1 and further comprising controlling operation of the

multi-leaf collimator simultaneously with moving the support.

3. A method as set forth in claim 1, and further comprising observing changes to a

region of interest during delivery of radiation, and adjusting delivery during at least a fraction

of the treatment plan.

4. A method as set forth in claim 3 and further comprising modifying the multi-leaf

collimator pattern to encompass ranges of multi-leaf collimator motion.

5. A method as set forth in claim 1 further comprising moving the non-ring-shaped

gantry to a different angle relative to the support during delivery of the treatment plan.

6. A method as set forth in claim 1 wherein the support is moved at varying speeds.

7. A method as set forth in claim 1 further comprising acquiring an image of at least a

portion of the patient while the patient is substantially in a treatment position.

8. A method as set forth in claim 7 wherein delivery of the treatment plan results in a

helical beam delivery pattern.



9. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a moveable support for supporting a patient and a non-

ring-shaped gantry moveable relative to the support and supporting a radiation source and a

multi-leaf collimator for modulating the radiation during delivery of the treatment plan, the

method comprising:

acquiring an image of at least a portion of the patient while the patient is in

substantially a treatment position;

moving the support along an axis; and

maintaining the non-ring-shaped gantry at a fixed angle relative to the support during

movement of the support.

10. A method as set forth in claim 9 and further comprising delivering radiation to the

patient based on the acquired image.

11. A method as set forth in claim 10 and further comprising moving the non-ring-shaped

gantry to a different angle relative to the support during delivery of the radiation.

12. A method as set forth in claim 9 and further comprising delivering radiation to the

patient based on the treatment plan and the acquired image.

13. A method as set forth in claim 9 wherein the support is moved at varying speeds.

14. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a moveable support for supporting a patient and a non-

ring-shaped gantry moveable relative to the support and supporting a radiation source and a

multi-leaf collimator for modulating the radiation during delivery of the treatment plan, the

method comprising:

moving the support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan; and

moving the non-ring-shaped gantry relative to the support during delivery of the

treatment plan.

15. A method as set forth in claim 14 and wherein delivery of the treatment plan results in

a helical beam delivery pattern.



16. A method as set forth in claim 14 and wherein moving the gantry further comprises

moving the gantry back and forth between a first position and a second position.

17. A method as set forth in claim 14 wherein there is a pause in the delivery of radiation

during the movement of the gantry.

18. A method as set forth in claim 17 and further comprising acquiring a patient image

during at least one pause.

19. A method as set forth in claim 14 and further comprising setting a range of motion for

the support, including a support start position and a support end position, setting a gantry start

angle, and setting a gantry end angle, and coordinating the support start position with the

gantry start angle and coordinating the support end position with the gantry end angle.

20. A method as set forth in claim 14 and further comprising moving the support and

rotating the gantry through multiple passes so that the radiation source moves through a

plurality of helical pathways about the patient.

2 1. A method as set forth in claim 20 wherein the helical pathways share a common

chirality.

22. A method as set forth in claim 20 wherein at least two of the helical pathways have

opposite chirality to one another.

23. A method as set forth in claim 14 wherein the radiation therapy treatment plan defines

multiple regions of interest for treatment, and further comprising coordinating motion of the

support and gantry to treat the multiple regions of interest.

24. A method as set forth in claim 23 and further comprising acquiring an image between

the treatment of each region.

25. A method as set forth in claim 24 wherein acquiring the image includes adjusting the

treatment plan based on the image.



26. A method as set forth in claim 14 and further comprising acquiring an image during

the support movement and gantry rotation.

27. A method as set forth in claim 26 wherein the image is acquired using a radiation

beam having a cone-beam geometry.

28. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a radiation source and a moveable support for supporting

a patient, the method comprising:

moving the support along an axis;

moving the radiation source relative to the support; and

dynamically changing one of a speed and a direction of one of the support and the

radiation source during delivery of the treatment plan.

29. A method as set forth in claim 28 wherein moving the radiation source includes

moving the radiation source in a non-circular path.

30. A method as set forth in claim 29 wherein delivery of the treatment plan results in a

non-helical beam trajectory.

31. A method as set forth in claim 28 and wherein moving the radiation source further

comprises moving the radiation source back and forth between a first position and a second

position.

32. A method as set forth in claim 31 wherein there is a pause in the delivery of radiation

during the movement of the gantry.

33 . A method as set forth in claim 32 and further comprising acquiring a patient image

during at least one pause.



34. A method as set forth in claim 28 wherein the radiation therapy system includes a

gantry and wherein the radiation source is supported by the gantry, and further comprising

setting a range of motion for the support, including a support start position and a support end

position, setting a gantry start angle, and setting a gantry end angle, and coordinating the

support start position with the gantry start angle and coordinating the support end position

with the gantry end angle.

35. A method as set forth in claim 28 and further comprising moving the support and

rotating the radiation source through multiple passes so that the radiation source moves

through a plurality of helical pathways about the patient.

36. A method as set forth in claim 35 wherein the helical pathways share a common

chirality.

37. A method as set forth in claim 35 wherein at least two of the helical pathways have

opposite chirality to one another.

38. A method as set forth in claim 28 wherein the radiation therapy treatment plan defines

multiple regions of interest for treatment, and further comprising coordinating motion of the

support and radiation source to treat the multiple regions of interest.

39. A method as set forth in claim 38 and further comprising acquiring an image between

the treatment of each region of interest, and adjusting the treatment plan based on the image.

40. A method as set forth in claim 28 and further comprising acquiring an image during

movement of the support and the radiation source.

4 1. A method as set forth in claim 40 wherein the image is acquired using a radiation

beam having a cone-beam geometry.



42. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a radiation source and a moveable support for supporting

a patient, the method comprising:

moving the support along an axis; and

maintaining the radiation source at a fixed angle relative to the support during

delivery of the treatment plan.

43. A method as set forth in claim 42 wherein the radiation therapy system includes a

gantry and a multi-leaf collimator, and wherein the radiation source and the multi-leaf

collimator are supported by the gantry, and further comprising controlling operation of the

multi-leaf collimator simultaneously with moving the support and rotating the gantry.

44. A method as set forth in claim 42 and further comprising observing changes to a

region of interest during delivery of radiation, and adjusting delivery during at least a fraction

of the treatment plan.

45. A method as set forth in claim 44 wherein observing changes to a region of interest

during delivery of radiation includes modifying the region of interest receiving radiation to

account for the changes to the region of interest.

46. A method as set forth in claim 42 and further comprising moving the radiation source

to a different angle relative to the support during delivery of the treatment plan.

47. A method as set forth in claim 42 wherein the support is moved at varying speeds.

48. A method as set forth in claim 42 further comprising acquiring an image of at least a

portion of the patient while the patient is substantially in a treatment position.



49. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a radiation source and a moveable support for supporting

a patient, the method comprising:

acquiring an image of at least a portion of the patient while the patient is in

substantially a treatment position;

moving the support along an axis during delivery of the treatment plan; and

maintaining the radiation source at a fixed angle relative to the support during

movement of the support.

50. A method as set forth in claim 49 and further comprising delivering radiation to the

patient based on the acquired image.

5 1. A method as set forth in claim 50 and further comprising moving the non-ring-shaped

gantry to a different angle relative to the support during delivery of the radiation.

52. A method as set forth in claim 49 and further comprising delivering radiation to the

patient based on the treatment plan and the acquired image.

53. A method as set forth in claim 49 wherein the support is moved at varying speeds.

54. A method of delivering a radiation therapy treatment plan to a patient using a

radiation therapy system including a moveable support for supporting a patient and a gantry

moveable relative to the support and supporting a radiation source and a multi-leaf collimator

for modulating the radiation during delivery of the treatment plan, the method comprising:

moving the support along an axis;

moving the gantry relative to the support during movement of the support; and

acquiring image data of at least a portion of the patient with a radiation beam having a

cone-beam geometry.

55. A method as set forth in claim 54 wherein movement of the support is performed

before delivery of the treatment plan commences.



56. A method as set forth in claim 54 wherein movement of the support is performed

during delivery of the treatment plan.

57. A method as set forth in claim 54 wherein acquiring image data of at least a portion of

the patient occurs while the patient is substantially in the treatment position;

58. A method as set forth in claim 57 wherein acquiring the image data of at least a

portion of the patient while the patient is substantially in the treatment position further

comprises using a radiation source distinct from the radiation source of the radiation therapy

system.

59. A method as set forth in claim 54 and further comprising controlling operation of the

multi-leaf collimator simultaneously with moving the support and rotating the gantry.

60. A method as set forth in claim 54, and further comprising observing changes to a

region of interest during delivery of radiation, and adjusting delivery during at least a fraction

of the treatment plan.

6 1. A method as set forth in claim 60 and further comprising modifying the multi-leaf

collimator pattern to encompass ranges of multi-leaf collimator motion.

62. A method as set forth in claim 54 wherein the support is moved at varying speeds.

63. A method as set forth in Claim 54 wherein the gantry is non-ring-shaped.
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